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Future of Cave Remains in Doubt;
Work Begun But Money Scarce
By KERRY WEBSTER

lights in their place," he said,
"but they didn't come up with
spotlights or money, so Ihave
done nothing further."
Vaughters said that the committee members were still in
fact undecided whether or not
to go ahead with the project.
In the meantime, both Mr.
Robel and Fr. Schmid have
raised the question of the lack
of plumbing in the area.
A Seattle health official said
that a coffeehouse seating less
than 100 people and functioning
as a student gathering place
the proposed coffeehouse would would have to have at least two
ruin the instrument.
restrooms on the premises. The
A further complication is the old bookstore has plumbing for
fact that the laboratory's only only a sink.
entry opens onto what would
become the coffeehouse. BeFINANCIAL considerations
cause of the permanence of the may be the largest factor in the
installation, moving the micro- steering committee's indecision.
scope is impossible,Fr. Schmid A representative from a local
said.
restaurant supply firm placed
"If they build a coffeehouse the cost for "short order" food
here," he said, "the microscope handling equipment and furniwill just be ruined. Ican't do a ture at a minimum of about
thing about it. They didn't even $15,000. This figure does not intell me about all this; Ifound clude costs for renovating the
out they had the space when I badly neglected bookstore area
read about it in The Spectator." itself.
Committee members may
HE SAID THAT no one from have a chance to decide some
steering
the ASSU
committee of the questions surrounding the
had attempted to explore the coffeehouse project in a meetproblem.
ing of the steering committee
know, they have scheduled for today.
"As far as I
not even seen the place," he
said. "I have asked the ASSU
to send someone to see me and
look the situation over, but no
S.J., superintendent of

thebuildthat the ASSU
The future of the pro- was ignoring his requests for
posed student coffeehouse consideration of nearby scienin the old bookstore space tific instruments.
in the basement of the Old
THE BIOLOGY department
Science Building remained has spent $200,000 installing a
electron microscope
in doubt this week. Some permanent
laboratory in a part of the old
work has begun, but no bookstore space, he said.
money has been alloted to
The $20,000 microscope is expay for it and the steering tremely sensitive to dust, smoke
committee is still trying to and vibration, and although the
is carefully kept
decide whether or not to go laboratory
dust-free, Fr. Schmid said that
ahead with the project.
cigarette and cigar smoke from
addition,
Schmid,
In

NOW THEY'RE COOKING WITH GAS: Student workers
removed sections of the old science building's steam
boiler Wednesday, to make way for a modern gas system.
The old cast iron boiler was broken up with sledge hamafter it gave up the ghost last week.

rrs

—Spectator photoby Dennis Williams

Fr. Leo

Last Spec
Today's Spectator is the
last one published this quarter. The first paper of next
quarter will be Friday, Mar.
31.

Parish Surveys College Students'
Attitudes About Religious Ideals
"To do a better job for 20th
Century parishoners," is the
aim of a sociological study of
Blessed Sacrament Parish conducted by Fr. John Fearon,
0.P., professor in S.U.s theo-

Five Selected
For Marycrest
Four sophomore coeds have
been appointed as junior advisers at Marycrest next fall. Miss

Agnes Reilly dean of women,
announced that Susan Blakesley, Toni Clark, Alison Fry and
Barbara Zappettini were chosen
for the positions.
Three alternates were also
selected— Kathy Litaker, Catherine Smith and Pat Fitzsim-

mons.

Susanis a nursing major from
Renton and a member of the
Fashion Board. Toni is a psychology major from Tacoma and
an active Spur this year. Alison
majors in first humanities and
was recently elected AWS vice
president. She is from Spokane.
Barbara is from Portola Valley,
Calif, and majors in office management.

The girls were chosen on the
basis of their applications, interviews and their interest in
coeds.

logy department, and directed
toward college students.
The survey was mailed to
4,000 college seniors at both
S.U. and the U.W. questioning
practical morality, basic Catholic doctrines and personal
background.

have some relation to their religious beliefs, but in many
cases, religion is not a meaningful force in their lives.

ing, charged

"THE NEGATIVE attiude of
the 20th Century Catholic in
matters of his Church and prac- one has come."
tical theology is not just a
ASSU Treasurer Brent Vaughphase,"
Fr. Fearon said. "The ters, chairman of the steering
FR. FEARON said 1,500 refuture is in the hands of those committee, said that the complies have been received but people
who are students today mittee had been generally disthat a much larger percentage and the Church
and parish
of responses is necessary to should be a part of that future. regarding the biology department because "they seemed
make valid conclusions. The Ultimately,
that is what the hostile to the project.
questionnaires are not anonym- students want
, too."
"As a matter of fact," he
mous because follow-up letters
Father
added
that the re- said, "we sent someone else
will be sent to those who do sponse from the two
institutions over just to get the keys to the
not respond. Father stressed
majority
kind.
"The
of place; we didn't even want to
vary
in
all
that
information is confidenare
returning
S.U.
students
talk to them."
tial and that the survey can be
S.U. plant manager Steven
of great value if candid, more sophisticated answers to
thoughtful answers are re- the questions which is quite a Robel said that he had been
surprise," he said. Father hopes asked to remove $500 worth of
turned.
In addition to Fr. Fearon, Dr. that the value of a Catholic ed- newly installed flourescent lightStephen Christopher of S.U.s ucation will be pointed up in the ing fixtures by the committee,
general, in matters which he did, leaving makeshift
sociology department and survey. In doctrines,
of
basic
students bare bulbs hanging from the
Charles Nobbe of the U.W. are tend
to remain quite conserva- exposed wires.
working on the project. They
HE SAID, however, that he
conducted a similar but less tive. However, in practical morality,
there
had
received no word from
wide-spread
is
disurvey
detailed
at St. Benedict's
vergence from the orthodox them since.
Parish last year.
"They said they wanted spotBlessed Sacrament is a Do- view.
minican parish in the U.W. area
that has a large number of col- Journalism Society:
lege students in its confines.
"The special problems and anxieties of these students should

No Tuition Raise;
Rumor Squelched

There is no tuition raise for
current students this quarter.
Tuition for the quarter remains
at $320.

This announcement,

previously made last quarter,
was reiterated by Fr. Frank
Costello, S.J., executive vice
president of S.U. and chairman
of the budget committee, be-

cause of unfounded rumors that

tuition is rising.
The $320 per quarter tuition
went into effect this past fall
quarter. At that time it was a
40 per cent raise.
New students will be charged
$350 per quarter beginning summer quarter. This in no way
effects presently enrolled students. Presently enrolled students will continue to pay $320
per quarter.

Coeds Chosen For Matrix Table

Coin Collection Called
CAP is sponsoring a silver
money collection Monday
through Friday next week to
help support the inmates of the
Culion Leper Colony on Culion

Island in the Philippines.
The project is part of a national fund-raising campaign for
the colony involving the 28 Jesuit universities in the U.S. Culion is a Jesuit staffed colony
under the direction of Fr. Ignacio de Moreta, S.J.
The drive was initiated by the
students of Boston College in
Massachusetts who received a
letter from a woman at the
colony, addressed to the junior
and senior classes at the school.
The woman and her husband
are atflicted with the disease
and they and their five children
live on the island. The letter
asks for clothes or food for, "it

breaks our hearts

to

think that

due to poverty and disease we
could not offer our little ones
the necessities of life," the
mother writes.
She continues to say that the
colony
" is regardedby some people as an Isle of the LivingDead, but to us it is home."
The 3,000 patients live in shacks
and grass huts and the ablebodied ones help support their
families by fishing. Patients
are given a food ration but nonlepers are not included. That is
why the families need extra
help.
Silver money is being collected in booths set up in Bellarmine, Marycrest and Campion,
as well as in the Chieftain. Boston College plans to send the
results of the drive to all the
participating schools.

From left: Diane Faudree, Laurie Brown, Terri Pagni, Terri Shank, Sharon Ferguson, Ann Koch
and Liz Lyons, (Not pictured, Sue Thoma).

Eight S.U. coeds have been
invited to attend the 36th annual Matrix Table. Matrix table
is a formal banquet which honors outstanding women from
S.U., U.W., Seattle Pacific College and Seattle's women of
achievement.
The event is sponsoredby the

Seattle professional and U.W. Sharon Ferguson, Ann Koch,
chapters of Theta Sigma Phi, Lizabeth Lyons, Terri Pagni,
w o m c n' s national journalism Sue Thoma and Terri Shank.
and communications society.
This year's formal banquet
The eight coeds who selected will be April 11 in the Grand
on the basis of scholastic Ballroom of the Olympic Hotel.
achievement and participation
Proceeds from the banquet
in campus organizations are will benefit the professional
Laurie Brown, Diane Faudree, group's scholarship fund.
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Psychologist Probing Smoking Problem
By LARRY CRUMET

Weed fiends arise!
There's still hope if you
want to quit smoking.
Dr.Hayden Mees, a clinical research psychologist
in the Counseling and Testing Center, is utilizing student and faculty volunteers
in a program which so far
has proved that people can
stop smoking. "For how
long?" is now the question.
DURING FRESHMAN orien-

tation, Dr. Mees issued a ques-

tionnaire asking students inter-

ested in changing their smoking habits to visit him. His challenge netted 17 frosh anxious to
kick the habit and two faculty

young people feel more grown

people stop smoking painlessly.
He also wants to find out whether his system can be used to
get people who don't want to
give up the habit but must quit
smoking because of health dangers.
As an example of a subject
who wanted to give up smoking
but couldn't, he told of a woman he came into contact with
while conducting experiments at
the University of Oregon. The
subject's father had died of
cancer and her mother was a
victim of cancer of the tongue.
Even though the woman herself
was a victim of emphysema,
smoker's disease, she could not
kick the habit. Other patients
with similar disease problems
are expected to be referred to
th project from local hospitals.
Dr. Mees' interviews with
habitual smokers convince him
that heavy smokers don't particularly pet much pleasure out
of inhaling their way through
several packs a day.

up or results from the influence
of close associates.
Even when they want to stop,
few are able to do it by wili
power alone or the many commercial gimmicks available.

"MALES SEEM to be better
able to quit smoking without

The exact techniques he employs in his treatment must remain shrouded in mystery for
the present to prevent disruptmembers, one a Jesuit.
ing the results of those taking
The puffers have been checkthe treatment now. Dr. Mees
ing into the center regularly
uses several approaches, a couof
treatfor their five weeks
ple which involve hypnotic sugment. Each smoker keeps a
gestion plus behavorial condirecord of the number of cigartioning.
ettes smoked each day and the
"THERE ISNT any industry
He doesn't tell the volunteer
results are plotted on research that Iknow of with so many to quit smoking under hypnosis,
charts.
dissatisfied customers. Many but he says he reinforces
"There are many people in hate it but still do it," he said. through hypnotic suggestion the
this worldwho desperately need
Dr.
smoked 12 years directions that he has givendurcigarettes, who don't think they before Mees
"tapering off" six years ing treatment sesions.
can do without them nor break ago.
Why did his student volunthe habit without some help,"
Dr. Mees said. "This program
seems to be successful."
Dr. Mees explained that "success" is an evasive term in a
project of this type where a
volunteer may cut his smoking
from 60 cigarettes to eight a
day, yet continue to smoke. Others are able to stop smoking
completely.

PURPOSE OF the project on
campus is to obtain additional
research data and refine the
techniquesDr.Mees uses to help

■■■
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teers want to quit smoking?

"A few gave their reasons as
an interest in the possible effect of cancer," said Dr. Mees.
"For others, expense plus the

realization that smoking is a
messy habit were given as the
determining factors," he said.
COST FOR THOSE who were
smoking three packs of cigarettes is about $1 a day. Some
of the volunteers were smoking

more.

Why did they begin smoking?
Dr. Mees said that in most
cases it is a means of making

treatment than females," he
said.
At the present time, Dr. Mees
is interested in expanding his
program beyond his freshman
volunteers. "Actually," he explains, "freshmen don't smoke
as much as upper classmen."
Interested in volunteering?
Stop by Dr. Mees' office in the
counseling and testing center,
but be careful not to flake ashes
on the rug!

Debate Planned
S.U.s Srudent-To-Student Committee will officiate as host for
the National Forensic League
Washington District Tournament
for debators.
The tournament will be Mar.
16-18 on campus.
Arrangements for the 225 debators are under the direction
of Walt Sheilds and Suzanne
Champoux, co-chairmen.

recreation
center

'

" The Paulist Father is a modern

man in every senseof the word.He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to work with, for and among
100 million non-Catholic Americans. Heis a missionaryto his own
people— the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fulfill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.

" If the vital spark of serving God

through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investigation of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most important decision of your life. Write for
it today.

NATIONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

Meet Oldsmobile's new four-wheeled fun machine— swinging 4-4-2! Specs: 400 CID V-8.
115-inch wheelbase. Heavy-duty springs, shock
absorbers, shaft. Performance axle. Sway bars.
\xon\andrear.Dual exhausts.Beefed-up wheels,
White-line or wide-oval red-linetires. Buckets,
Carpets. Louvered hood. All standard at one

modest price. Includes dual master cylinder
brake system, full list of important safety
features. Can also be equipped with Rocket
Rally Pac, UHV ignition, superstock wheels,
front disc brakes, console, tach, skirack and the
like.That's Olds 4-4-2- sweetest move on rubber. Make it your move. At your Olds Dealer's.

—

OLDS1 oaa | |~GrJ

ENGINEERED FOR EXCITEMENT..TORONADO STYLE!
Obey

Laws

°' ' °' ° '"'"**' '

dS thnkS V
1 four way hazard

Safely

*

U
00' (ttl GMdevßloped «n«'flY-abso(bin 9 steering column that can compress on severe impact up to
VA inches;
warning flasher, outside rearview mirror: dual master cylinder brake system, plus many other safety features-all

with
standard!
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5 Retreats

Scheduled

Fr. Joseph Maguire, S.J.,
University chaplain, announced
that there will be additional retreats for students during spring
quarter.

Fr. Daniel Reidy, S.J., will
conduct a women's retreat on
Mar. 31, April 1-2 and Fr. Maguire will conduct a women's
retreat on April 14-16.
Men's retreats at Port Townsend are tentatively scheduled
for Mar. 31, April 1-2 and April
14-16.
Interested students are advised to contact Fr. Maguire
at his office in the Chieftain before next Friday. Openings are
still available for the women's
retreat on Mar. 17-19 at Providence Heights which will be
given by Fr. A. Deeken, S.J.
Fr. Armand Nigro. S.J., former philosophy professor at S.U.
and presently at Mt. St. Michael's in Spokane, will conduct
a day of recollection for women
students tomorrow at Mt. Carmel novitiate in Bellevue.

OPEN UNTIL 1 A.M.: Now is the time for all good S.U.
students to crack the books. The first floor study lounge
will be open until 1 a.m. Monday through Thursday to
accomodate students studying for finals. The study
lounge will continue to be open every Saturday morning
at 8 a.m., beginningSaturday.

SURE Students:

Group to Evaluate Urban Rent

PACKING TO LEAVE: Jim Dooley, CAP treasurer, is
packing for a trip to University of Santa Clara during
Spring break to confer with the Santa Clara CAP. The
A new committee has been
purpose is to promote unity and exchange ideas with the
CAP of Catholic colleges and universities on the West formed on campus called the
Urban Rent Evaluation
Coast. Helping Dooley pack is Brian Nelson, next CAP Student
committee (SURE). The compresident.
mittee's adviser is Mr. Don

A Phi

o

Wants Books

The A Phi O will be buying
books next week to sell next
quarter. Booths will be set up
in the Chieftain and in the
dorms Monday through Friday.
Next quarter the A Phi O
Book sale will be from 8 a.m.4 p.m. in the Xavier basement
during the first three weeks of
the quarter. Students who have
not picked up money from last
spring and Fall quarters may
do so at this time. The contract
expires after three quarters.
For students not familiar with
the process the A Phi O lets students price books they wish to
sell and then the organization

Parking Stalls

Students who wish to renew
their present parking stalls may
do so from 1-3 p.m., next Monday through Friday in the ASSU
office. Price is $5.

sells the books to otherstudents.
All coeds needing escort service to and from points on campus after dark should contact
the A Phi O through Tom
Hughes, Campion 1128.

Grant Awarded

Lorraine Ann Olsen, accounting freshman, has been awarded a $200 grant by the Queen
City Chapter of the American
Business Women's Association.
She will be presented to
ABWA members during a tea at
2 p.m. Sunday in the Roosevelt
Hotel.
Lorraine, 18, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Olsen,
2743 37th Aye. S.W. She is a 1966
honor graduate of St. Mary's
Academy in Toledo, Wash.
This is the first awarding of
the grant for deserving students.

Hopps of the political science
department.
The purpose of the committee,
according to Dan O'Donnell, executive director, is to determine
whether tenants in the Central
Area pay higher rents than
their counterparts outside of the
area for similar housing amenities.

A 14-member steering committee is coordinating the case
study and survey plans with
adequate publicity to allow for
an efficiently organized study
which will produce valid results.
Gail Tallo and Paul Taylor are
co-chairmen for the survey committee; Jean Haugland, Bill
Enright and Jon Benton are
coordinating the same study
pilot program.
MAURICE AMIEL, an architect from Seattle, has offered to
help plan the technical aspect

WHEN THIS is determined
through a case study and a
comprehensive survey, to be
advised by Dr. J. Robert Larson of the sociology department, To the Editor:
Tom McElmeel (Sounding
the results will be published and
made available to action groups Board, March 8) appears rather
confused in his search for
such as CAMP.
absolutes.

of the questionnaire for the

survey committee. Tom Hamilton was named the financial
chairman and Barb Walch, the
publicity chairman. Secretary
is Gail Kinsley.
Plans are set to continue
through the vacation with an
emphasis on the completion of
the case study by the third
week of April. Anyone who is
interested in working to improve the high rent situation in
Seattle can contact any of the
committee chairmen for more
information.

CAMPVS FORVM

Vacation Begins
Winter quarter ends after

the last examination on Fri-

day, Mar. 17, 1967. Registration for spring quarter is on
Tuesday, Mar. 28, 1967.
Classes start on Wednesday,
Mar. 29, 1967.

Nonchalantly dismissing knowledge ("this can be acquired just
as easily outside the University
environment") as, apparently,
something opposed to or apart
from the purpose of a college
education ("to search for and discover the truth"), he then goes
on to decry relativism. However,
it is not entirely clear from his
essay whether he is accusing this
University of having adopted rel-

ativism as its official philosophy.
While McElmeel does not say
so explicitly, one is left with the
impression that he has come to
college expecting to be told, "This
is the TRUTH. Memorize it." Perhaps Ido him an injustice but I
cannot escape the feeling that
what he had hoped to find at
S.U. was a coeducational version
of a pre-Vatican II diocesan
seminary.
Alas, Ihave no advice to offer
him only sympathy.
T. S. Chihara
Mathematics department

—

S.U. Students Go to Jail for School

By KAREN ROSEBAUGH
Recently 32 S.U. students offered to instruct inmates at the

King County Jail in conjunction
with the Work Release Program. Many

Work Release inmates cannot read or

write.
The U.S. government has become interested in an instruction program for
the further education of imprisonedmen.
Ens. George Bahlingher, asistant director of the Pier 91 brig, expressed need

for such a program at the Naval jail in
Seatle, and asked S.U. students for aid.
C. Jim Coughlin, director of the Work
Release Program, and Bohlinger related

the conditions under which student instructors would work. Both men agreed
that the instructor would teach "flexible" classes. Incarceration at the brig
and the jail lasts from a few days to a
year. Therefore, the instructors would
be frequently gaining and losing students.
"The college student will be able to
impress a different attitude toward education on the men. Many have had a
negative school experience.For this reason many of the men in jail cannot read
or write, a problem caused by earlier
experiencesin school," said Coughlin.
HOWEVER, this "negative

attitude"
has changed for many of these men. According to Dave Mehes, a graduate of
the U.W. and presently social worker at

the King County Jail, "We are coming
to you with a need and want to fit you
into our program. Ispoke to a group of
10 or 12 men. All of them are greatly
interested in furthering their education."
This is where the S.U. student is needed. The newly formulated teaching program is aimed toward education during
incarceration. The students who work
in the program are not necessarily
from the School of Education, nor do
many of them intend to teach courses
they are majoring in.
Many volunteer students intend to instruct courses which are their hobbies.
For example, Joyce Beers, a junior
nursing major, will teach, among other
subjects, English literature and grammar; Willis Eng, a 1964 S.U. graduate,
hopes to lecture on Chinese history, and
Mike Noble, a senior in commerce and
finance, is interested in drafting.
Ens. Bohlingher pointed out that the
basic need of the prisoners is a better
cultural experience.

"THE AVERAGE age of the men in
the brig is between 18 and 19 years.
They are in need of better social contacts. Coming in contact with colleee
students, around their ace. would be
iust the friendship they need." according
to

Bohlincer.

An <vU. student, a potential volunteer
at both the jail and the hriq. had this
statement to make concerning the need
for education during incarceration:

"The people inhabiting our jails are

representative of a disease in our society. Ihave yet to see a brute animal

learn by being caged, and Ican say the
same for humans. Punishment in an intellectual 'vacuum' is rarely profitable.
"I support the program of volunteer
work for the state and government and
fervently hope that it will bring the basic
problem to light. There is a need for
more professionals, on a full-time basis,
in institutions.
"Incarceration, by itself, solves nothing; at the most, it provides delay. It
should becomea time used for introspection and education— a time in which
those men involved achieve a better understanding and adjustment to the society in which they are expected to live,
perform and achieve some measure of
success."

THERE IS still a need for more guest
lecturers and regular teachers. The student instructor can teach at his or her
convenience, weekdays or weekends.
Courses offered, as well as the time and

PENOLOGY PROGRESSES: Doug
Tyler, an S.U. student (left) discusses the possibilities of a new
volunteer program with Jim
Coughlin, Director of the Work
Release Progarm (center) and
Dave Mehees, a social worker at
the county jail.

length of a class, is left to the discretion
of the instructor.
In order to allow students to become
better acquainted with the brie and jail,
Bohlinger and Coughlin will offer a tour
of both facilities during spring break.
Persons interested in working at the jail
or brig should contact Christine Pavish
at SU 3-8646 or Doug Tyler in Campion
513.
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What is 'Montessori Method'?

'Secret of Childhood' Was Doctor's Aim

By JUDY YOUNG

What is the Montessori
Method?
It may surprise many to
learn that Dr. Marie Montessori, the world-renowned
woman who is reputed to
have "invented" an "educational method," requested
before she died in 1952 that
her work never be referred
to as the "Montessori Method." First, she maintained
that she had not invented
anything. Secondly, she
pointed out that she was
not promulgating a method.

She had wanted future generations to regard her work as
an aid to life.
DR. MONTESSORI'S views
were revealed and expounded
upon to a small audience in the
A. A. Lemieux Library Auditorium Tuesday night by Margaret Stephenson, Director of the
Washington

Montessori Insti-

tute of Teacher Training in
Washington, D. C.
Her lecture was given in
memory of the late Dr. E. Mortimer Standing, who was an associate of Dr. Montessori. Dr.
Standing died recently and bequeathed a number of books
and documents on Montessori
education to S.U.
Miss Stephenson's topic was
"Montessori Today on the
American Scene," and she began by pointing out that Americans have a number of misconceptions about the Montessori
Method. She observed that
"many people think of it as a
new educational method which
is good for a child, because it
will help him to learn math or
a language better than he could
in a 'regular' parochial or public school.
"I want to discuss the totality
of Maria Montessori's work,"
she announced, pointing out
that those who take Montessori
training are "not studying educational theories." Miss Stephenson emphasized that Dr. Montessori's work was "the study
of life, instead of the setting up

of a scholastic stage."
DURING HER life. Dr. Mon-

tessori wrote a numberof books.
Significantly, two of them were
"The Discovery of the Child"
and "The Secret of Childhood."
According to Miss Stephenson.
"That's what Dr. Montessori

phenson informed the audience Miss Stephenson. "And Ido it
that Montessori training takes on purpose," she added resoone academic year. Trainees at- lutely, "because Montessori edtend lectures, observe Montes- ucation demands service and
sori classrooms, write observa- dedication from its teachers."
to adjust to society.
Fr. William Codd, S.J., who
"Montessori education has tion reports and write essays
something to give all children and a rather extensive research is on the faculty of S.U.s School
—the normal, the gifted and paper. A bachelor's degree is of Education and who directs
the senior honors seminar, is
those who are handicapped required for admission.
"I've been told by people who also the director of S.U.s Monphysically, mentally and by lack
of culture. In dealing with a have master's degrees, that this tessori Guild. Students who are
handicappedchild, we must look course is more difficult than interested in Montessori trainat the child, not the handicap the course work for a master's ing should contact him at camso that the child can realize degree in many fields," said pus ext. 382.
his individual potential," said
Miss Stephenson.
MONTESSORI classroom inwas really after the secret of
struction begins when a child is
childhood."
three years old. A child between
How did the famous doctor the ages of three and six at(Bythe author of "RallyRound the Flag,Boys!",
study children? She observed tends the "primary Montessori
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)
them scientifically. According class." At present, this is the
to Miss Stephenson,Dr. Montes- only level of Montessori educasorri contended that "a human tion offered in the U. S.
being, like an embryo, is not
However, the complete MonWHO'S GOT THE BUTTON?
something that we can help directly, but it is something with tessori education includes clasI'm sure it has not escaped your notice that underlying
a plan of its own. We should ses for children between the
the adorable whimsy which has made this column such a
ages
12,
of
six
and
then
a
more
not teach a child how it should
popular favorite amongmy wife and my little dog Spot,
develop, but we should observe advanced class for students bethere is a serious attempt to stay abreastof the problems
it like a scientist to see how it tween the ages of 15 and 18 and
that beset the American college student.
develops. We must always keep those between 18 and 24.
Many a trip have Imade to many a campus— talking to
designed
Each class is
to
in mind that we are faced with
undergraduates, listening to their troubles, hearing their
meet the human being's needs
a living organism."
.grievances,reading their buttons. (Incidentally,the secDr. Montessori's educational which correspond to his particond and third most popular buttons Isaw on my last trip
development.
ular
of
stage
background was medical and
were: "WALLACE BEERY LIVES" and "FLUORIpsychiatric. She was the first
Dr. Montessori has outlined
DATE MUSCATEL." The first most popular button was,
Italian woman to receive a doc- the needs and their correspondas we all know, "SCRAP THE SCRAPE" which is worn,
torate in medicine (1896), and ing stages in her works. Signifas we all know, by Personna Super Stainless Steel Blade
she served as an assistant in icantly, Miss Stephenson menusers who, as we all know, are proud to proclaim to the
the Psychiatric Clinic of the tioned that Dr. Montessori recworld that they have found a blade which gives them
ognized the need for order,
University of Rome.
luxury shave after luxury shave, which comes both in
MISS STEPHENSON pointed work and freedom in every indouble-edge style and Injector style, which does indeed
out that, undoubtedly,it was be- dividual's life. Also important
scrap the scrape, negate the nick, peel the pull, and oust
cause of the doctor's scientific to Montessori education is the
the ouch, which shaves so closely and quickly and truly
background that she considered fact that language is regarded
and beautifully that my heart leaps to tell of it. (If perthe role of an adult in contact as something "powerful and
haps you think me too effusive about Personna, I
ask you
with children to be the role of wonderful." Consequently, the
to remember that to me Personna is more than just a
a scientist who discovers the importance of communication is
razorblade;it is also an employer.)
child's needs in order to help emphasized.
But Idigress. Imake frequent trips, as Isay, to learn
further his development.
In summary, Miss Stephenson
what is currently vexing the American undergraduate.
Last week, for example, while visiting a prominent EasContrary to popular American said, "What we are aiming for
opinion, Dr. Montessori was not is an integrated human being."
tern university (Idaho State) Italked to a number of
engineering seniors who posed a serious question. Like
concerned solely with the child's
INREGARD TO the Washingall students, they had come to college burning to fillthemclassroom environment. She ton Montessori Institute of
also promulgated theories on Teacher Training, Miss Steselves with culture, but, alas, because of all their science
requirements, they simply had had no time to take the
liberal arts courses their young souls lusted after. "Are
we doomed," they asked piteously, "to go through life
uncultured?"
Ianswered with a resounding "No!" Itold them the
culture they had missed in college, they would pick up
after graduation. Iexplained that today's enlightened
corporations are setting up on-the-job liberal arts programs for the newly employed engineering graduateFtnt Award, Coll.g. Journoli.ni, 1965— Sigma D.lto Chi
courses designed to fill his culture gap— for the truly en"Alt American" Award, S*cond S*m«ir*r, 1965-66 Associated ColUgiate Press
lightenedcorporationrealizes thatthe truly cultured em"Publication of Distinction" Award 1965-66—C atholic School Press Association
ployee is the truly valuable employee.
EDITOR: Emmett Lane
MANAGING EDITOR: Sharon Ferguson
ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Richard Houser
BUSINESS MANAGER: Michael Palandri
To illustrate, Icited the well-known case of Champert
NEWS EDITOR: Lynne Berry
FEATURE EDITOR: Judy Young
SigafoosofPurdue.
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR: Maggie Kennedy
ASSISTANT PEATURE EDITOR: Mayo McCabe
the family environment, and,
as Miss Stephenson pointed out,
an important aim of Montessori
education is to enable the child
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When Champert,having completedhis degree in wing
nuts and flanges, reported to the enlightenedcorporation
where he had accepted employment, he was not rushed
forthwith to a drawing board. He was first installed in
the enlightened corporation's training campus. Here he
was given a beanie, a room-mate, and a copy of the company rouser, and the enlightened corporation proceeded
to fill the gap in his culture.
First he was taught to read, then to print capital letters, then capital and small letters. (There was also an
attempt to teach him script, but it was ultimately
abandoned.)

From these fundamentals, Champertprogressedslowly
but steadily through the more complex disciplines. He
was diligent, and the corporation was patient, and in the
end they were well rewarded, for when Champert finished, he couldplay a clavier, parse a sentence, and name
allthe Electors of Bavaria.
Poised and cultured, Champert was promptly placed in
an important executive position. Iam pleased to report
that he served with immense distinction— not, however,
for long because three days later he reached retirement
age.

Today, still spry, he lives in St. Petersburg, Florida,
where he supplements his pension by parsing sentences
for tourists.
©,%■,.„., Shulm n
Here's a sentence that's easy to parse: Subject— "you."
Verb "double." Object "your shaving comfort when
you use Burma-Shave, regular or menthol, along with
your Personna Super Stainless SteelBlades."
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Cadet Teachers Evaluate Worth
Of Special Education at Pacific

jobs. They all graduate at age
18 and find employment through
the school's placement program.
Diane feels that the major
problem to be overcome by the
teacher in special education is
that of being aware of what the
children can do. "I find it tremendously hard to adjust to a
17-year-old saying what a fiveyear-old might say," she commented.
"The most important item
for any cadet is a sense of humor, stressed Mary Clare,
"mainly because the things you
become acquainted with could
be depressing, but you must be
able to find the humor in everyday experiences— such as the
day mv students called me
'Mrs. Shoe' instead of Miss

By JUDY FERY

"There is a definite need
—
for special education
more so than is being done
today," commented Mary
Clare Stocking, an S.U. senior majoring in English in
secondary education.
Mary Clare is currently cadeting at Pacific Prevocational

School, 510 11th Aye. Students
enrolled at the special educa-

tional school are between ages
18 and have an I.Q. be75. "A school like this is so
good because it removes competition not just academiccom-

*and —
■

petion. It provides acceptance
by others and friends for the
students," Mary Clare continued.
AT PRESENT ten of the 11
cadets at Pacific are S.U. students. Pacific draws its cadets
mainly from S.U., SPC and the
U.W. Of the 193 cadets that Pacific has had in the past, 20
have made careers in special

education.

Dave Auld, a boys' counselor
the school, feels that every
student preparing to become a
teacher, regardless of which
at

level, should have experience
with special education. "Teachers commonly run into such
problems in normal teaching
situations," he said.
The objective of Pacific is to
enable the students to take their
places in society as responsible
citizens. Diane Faudree, senior
English-social studies major in
elementary education, who is
cadeting at Pacific, added that
another purpose of special educaion is to allow the students
to experience success.
STUDENTS AT Pacific have
previously been in normal
school situations in which they
have been forced to compete
with normal students. Many are
both academically and culturaldeprived.
'Some of the students are
resentful toward Pacific because it is a special education
school. It is the role of the
teacher to "make them realize their capabilities, teach
them that they can be successful, functional and necessary
parts of society," commented
Mary Clare.
Since the cadets are working
with special students. sDecia'
methods must be used. "Even
though a 15-year old student can
only understand at the five-year
level, he cannot associate with
the things of a five-year old

*

Stocking."

MARY CLARE STOCKING

"THE FACULTY at Pacific
certified teachers) really
level," said Diane. "The type needs recognition." said Mary
of stories and activities must Clare. "They have a wonderful
aualitv for communicating wifi
be geared to them."
tha students. They realize ex"ORAL REPORTS and oral actly what they are striving for
projects are very important be- and what they are workinqwith.
cause there is such a need for They have no visions of granthem to be able to communicate deur and yet want to s°e tt KP
with society," said Mary Clare. kids get the best deal they can."
"One day we played a Who's
The school can use a larger
Who game. Variety, activity and gym. a few swimminp pools
audio-visual aids are most im- smaller classes, more individual
portant because of their reten- attention for students and due
tion span. We also make use to the September fire, additionof flash cards, tell stories, show al rooms are needed.
movies and ditto things off instead of using textbooks; we
use maps, displays and bulletin
boards." Drawing is also emphasized in order to develop
the imagination. But the best
By PAT BEZZIO
thing to give the students, acThe Drama Department's
cording to Mary Clare, is help
that is "fair, disciplined and un- choice of John Osborne's
derstanding."
"Luther" to commemorate
There are three areas in S.U.s 75th anniversary unwhich the students are trained: doubtedly surprised many
academics, vocational training
and physical education. Diane's Catholics on campus, and caussubject matter ranges from art, ed the minority of Protestants
MartinLumusic and home-life experi- to suppress a smile.Augustinian
ther, a brilliant
ences to math and sciences.
monk, was called heretic by the
MARY CLARE teaches lan- Church and was excommunicatguage arts. Live animals are ed for speaking against various
available at the school as audio- practices of sixteenth century
visual aids for science. The rec- Catholicism.
reational and cultural value of
"LUTHER" BEGINS with
the city of Seattle is also re- Martin Luther's formal receplated to the students.
tion into the Augustinian Order
At present, Pacific School is in Erfurt, Thuringia. Scenes of
conducting a survey to deter- his life in the monastery demonmine how successful past stu- strate his increasing fervor and
dents have been. Of the 90 grad- heightened self-abasement. Act
uates contacted so far, over 50 Two brings John Tetzel, Cardinhad fairly good jobs.
al Cajetan, and other church
Besides attending classes un- officials: the rigidity or hypotil 2:30 p.m., many of the stu- crisy with which they interpret
dents at Pacific have part-time Church doctrine, and their re-
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The current problem with the proposed coffeehouse
page 1) is not what should be done, but rather the
apparent lack of any action. It seems little or no action
has been initiated on the project by the appointed
committee.
The necessity for action in the case of the coffeehouse is particularly important because the space was
given to the students only temporarily. If no concrete
committment for its use is made by the students, then
the space should be given to someone who can use it.
We can understand the biology department's hesi
tancy in having the space turned into a coffeehouse. Bu
we cannot understand the students' unwillingnessto even
discuss the matter with the department. Coordination
with the biology department is essential if the space is
used for anypurpose.
Problems and disagreements are not solved by ignoring them. Until students are willing to cooperate with
officials in
the biology department and other University
—
solving this problem, further planning if there has been
—
any done is senseless.
The biology department is not the only area in which
there has been a lack of communication, as is reflected
inMr.Robel's dealings with the committee.
The committee has also failed to make any of their
plans known to Fr. Robert Rebhahn, S.J., vice president
for student affairs, who was instrumental in securing the
use of the Old Bookstore for the students.
It is up to the ASSU and the appointed committee
to make a decision on the use of the space. But until
there is an effort for cooperation, no practical decision
will be possible.
(see

actions to Martin's fiery preaching and rise in popularity.
The play climaxes with the
serving of the Bull of Excommunication, the Diet of Worms
and the Peasants' Revolt. This
further develops the character
of Martin Luther through its
poignant close.
Setting, costumes and actions
of the players communicate to
the audience that these events
occurred 400 years ago, while
Osborne's colloquial lines and
inclusion of the unexpected
sophistication, humor
—vulgarity,
make the characters live.
JIM HEMMEN, who plays
Luther, is a small man, and his
voice does not always have as
much power as his lines require.
However, his ability to portray
emotion more than compensates
for any physical handicaps, and
Ibelieve he does magnificent
work in this role. His face contorts with rage and disintegrates with fear; he throws him-
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It your Monthly Expenditures exceed your Monthly Allowance,
then an NB of C Special Checking account may be the answer
to the problem!A great way to organize your budget.No needto
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self onto stage screaming, and
crumples in a corner, ill and
fainting. Here is a difficult part
to play, and it is well handled.
Various dimensions are added
by the other actors. Mr. William
Taylor, as John Tetzel, petitions
the audience to buy his letters
of indulgence
a powerful
character, treated with excellent voice, gesture, and timing.
Hilliard Griffin p o rtr ay s
kindly, patient Staupitz. Tony
Lee alternately amuses and
shocks the audience as Martin's
father, Hans, an earthy miner
who cannot understand his son's
spiritual aspirations.
MR. WILLIAM DORE, director of "Luther," has done wonderful work with these men,
many of whom are new to the
stage. The actors are disciplined; yet each has freedom in
portraying his character. Mr.
Jay Glerum and his staff are
to be commended for sets, properties and lighting. These are
of great importance in the play.
Miss Lois Aden and her staff
have done amazing work in costuming, an enormous task when
many men have four or five
changes. Perhaps most striking
is the knight's suit of armor,
hammered and riveted from
sheet metal. Edward Silling deserves credit as music supervisor.
Inclusion of music complicates
production of a play. Because
of pressure of time and lack of
musically experienced actors,
music is at times a weakness in
"Luther". Cantor Wayne Carter
has a pleasing voice and some
musical background; so do several other cast members, but
their performance is occasionally blurred by the lusty offkey singing of a few untrained
voices. This phenomenon, however, decreases with successive
performances, as the men gain
"on-the-job" experience.
"Luther"
is a play of con—
trasts the austere cloister, the
rooms of noblemen, the battlefield; Latin chant and German
hymn; refined Augustinians,
hardy Dominicans, peasants
and lords. The same viewer
who is painfully gripped by
Martin's anxious fervor finds
himself laughing aloud at the
blustering of Hans. It is a deep
play; it will exhaust the viewer,
and it may well disturb him.
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Statistics Show Senior Success

by pulling off 20 rebounds. Beil and Jack Kreiger, also perStrong had a 16.52 average for formed well. Beil established
the Chiefs' 25 games.
the best field goal percentage
Six-foot four Lott occupies mark by hitting seven of 12 floor
third place in total points and shots.
rebounds. He poured in 280
Minute Mike Acres connected
Three names, Tom Workman, points for an 11.20 average and on 18 of 23 charity tosses to
Plummer Lott and Malkin stole 196 rebounds from the big- pace the S.U. team in that category.
Strong, dominate the offensive ger men.
The next three games on the
Judging from the statistics,
and defensive categories. Workman finished as the top Chief in statistical list are juniors. Steve the Chieftain defense got tighttotal points (513), total free Looney and Jim LaCour, injur- er while their offense tumbled
throws and free throw accur- ed early in the season, did not slightly. S.U. opponents averacy. Tall Tom ended the year play the full 25-game schedule. aged only 73 points per contest.
with a 20.52 point average. He Looney still managed an 11.3- The Chiefs replied with nearly
grabbed 223 rebounds and took point average.
80 points a game.
Forward LaCour averaged 9.6
Last season the Chiefs hit an
second in that department.
NO CHIEFTAIN came near points per game. His junior 85-point offensive average in 26
equaling Strong in rebounding. partner at forward, John Wil- frames. The drop in offensive
He hauled down 326 rebounds. kins, averaged over five points output can be traced to a plunge
In Tuesday's Idaho game he set in brief game stints.
in field goal accuracy. Six playthe single game high for S.U.
TWO SENIOR reserves,Lenny ers last year scored on better

The final statistics for
the 1966-1967 basketball
season indicate the gap
that will be seen after the
seniors graduate.

NUMBER 20 rises above
the rest to grab a rebound
in recent Chieftain action.
Plummer Lott, the man behind the number, has led
the Chiefs as captain to a
pre-regional berth in the
NCAA tournament.

than 50 per cent of their attempts. Only two Chiefs equaled
that accuracy this season.
The entire squad can add unofficially to their marks in the
Texas Western game tomorrow.

-
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New Hiyus Initiated

Hiyu Coolees initiated six new
members Sunday at Camp Don
Bosco and elected officers for
the coming year.
New members and veterans
of five hikes are Gary Jacobson, Zita Geiger, Carol Strong,
Mary Ellen Garvey, Pat Carney
and Kctta Berger.
Officers are Pat Carney, president; Gary Jacobson, vice
president; Carmel Widmann,
secretary, and Mary Ellen Garvey, treasurer.
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Earn Extra $$$
Vacations?
Easter Bonnets?

or
Those New LP's?
If 18 or over and have 4 or
5 spare hours each day during the next week
Deliver

Telephone Directories

expansion
H Continued
military and commercial business

7

Call
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MU 2-9384 or MU 2-5986
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

of our

provides openings
for virtually every technical talent

Asyou contemplateone of the most importantdecisions
of your life, we suggest you consider career opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like most everyone
else, we offer all of the usual "fringe" benefits, ineluding our Corporation-financed Graduate Education
Program. But, far more important to you and your future, is the wide-open opportunity for professional
growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record
of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.
67

...

you'll get a solid
And make no mistake about it
feeling Of satisfaction from your contribution to our
nation's economic growth and to Its national defense
as well.

Your degree can be a 8.5., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL, AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL (Structures
oriented), ELECTRICAL, MARINE, and METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING " ENGINEERING MECHANICS,
«i**i a fi«. ■*.*.»
Mr-r.iMK.O BuJaMM
CERAMICS,
APPLIED MATHEMATICS,
PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS.

pratt & whitney aircraft uihnicai population v$ ve*Rs
wwjscteogrowth

We're open every nitfhl. Monday
thru Friday 'til 9 . . at Vaksity
Hook Stork, 4.'i15 University
Way N.K.,in Seattle's University

.

District!"

For further Information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.
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Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look at
Pratt & Whitney Alrcraft-where technical careers offer
growth, continuing challenge, and lasting sta.
bility— where engineers and scientists are recognized as
the major reason for the Company's continued success.
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specialists in power
Power FOR propulsionpower FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS
INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES,
space vehicles, marineandindustrialapplications.

Pratt & Whitney

—
Aircraft

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
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An Equ.l Opportunity Employer
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Chieftains Tackle Miners
For Third Time This Year

ByPAT CURRAN
check their strong inside offense
The third time's a charm. to win. The Miners' weakness
year has been outside shootIn Seattle a month ago, the all
ing and so we will allow them
Chiefs formed a charmed some liberty to gun from outcircle around the basket and side," he said.
stopped Texas Western 69-56.
PURCELL feels that it's too
A week later at El Paso,Tex., late to use gimmicks against
the Miners broke the circle by any foe. The Chieftains
have
standing outside it and firing been drilling
on the same prepfrom long distances. S.U. lost arations this week
that halted
80-54 in that affair.
Texas Western earlier in the
Tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Fort season.
Collins, Colo., the Chieftains
Recent games against Utah
and Miners clash again. Coach State and Idaho have helped the
Lionel Purcell plans to tighten varsity build momentum. To
the circle close to the basket defeat the Miners, however,
once more and screen out the S.U. will need to perform
betmuscular Texans. "We must ter than it has lately. TheChiefs

Chieftainettes Split
In Tournament Games

Last weekend the coed basketballers failed on Friday and
scored on Saturday. The women
dribblers won two of four games
in a Northwest tournament that
involved schools from Washington. Oregon and British Columbia.
IN THE FIRST match Friday, Eastern Washington State
College edged S.U. 30-23. Lorna

Basketball
Broadcast

Tomorrow night at 8 p.m.
on KING-TV the S.U.— Texas
Western pre-regional playoff
will be televised live and direct from Fort Collins, Colo.
Rod Belcher will call the
play-by-play description of
the game.
The Chieftain and Miner
meeting completes a double
round of action that begins
at 6 p.m. in the Colorado
gym. In the first game Houston encounters New Mexico

State.

Frey and Gloria Foss paced the
Chieftain girls with seven points
each. An Eastern Washington
player doubled their efforts by
hitting 15 points.
S.U.s Marva Stanley put on
a scoring exhibition in the contest against Skagit Valley J.C.
Her 14 pints did not stop Skagit as its running attack beat
the coeds 34-21.
Saturday's two games resulted in S.U. victories due to a

balanced offense. Wenatchee
fell 34-24 to the women in the
first consolation game. Marva

must install a more consistent

offense.

One lineup change is planned
for the Colorado pre-regional.
Forward John Wilkins played
well in the Idaho win and he
will start with Tom Workman
alongside him. Malkin Strong,
Plummer Lott and Steve Looney complete the first five.

STARTERS and reserves for
Coach Don Haskins' Miners have
gradually dwindled during the
season. Bobby Joe Hill, an AIIAmerican guard, was declared
academically ineligible. For
ward Nevil Shed cannot compete in post-seasontournaments.
And Phil Harris, 6-foot-ll center, may sit on the bench tomorrow because of a knee injury.
Texas Western still can call
on men like David Lattin, Willie Worsley, Willie Cager, David Palacio and Kenny John.
That nucleus has compiled a
20-5 record.
The victor in tomorrow'scontest proceeds to the re^ionals
in Corvallis, Ore., to play the
University of Pacific on Mar. 17.

A GOOD BRAKE: Jack Kreiger, watched by teammate
Lenny Beil, has positionon an Idaho player and prepares
to shoot. Kreiger and Beil were two of six seniors who
ended their varsity home career in the Idaho victory.
—Spectator photo by Dennis Williams

The Party's Over:

National All-Stars Pound Champs

consecutive victorwas thrashed
Stanley scored 16 points and Wednesday night by
the NationGloria Foss added six.
al League All-Stars.
Scott McDonald did most of
THE PACIFIC Lutheran University contingent hung close the damage for the stars. He
until the final minute as S.U. scored 18 points in their 67-50
outlasted them 34-28. Marva, win. The Party's Pat Layman
Gloria and Lorna put in ten, hit 15 points
and his teammate
nine and eight points respecMike Burke had 11. All-Star
tively.
The coeds' two straight wins Louis Stevenson added 11 points
established them as champions for the winners.
of the double consolation diviThe second-place Nads resion. This tourney closed out the placed the Merry Men
in the
girl basketballers' season.
other All-Star encounter. The
Merry Men had been missing
After nine

ies, the Party

in action.
In the first half of the NadsAmerican League match, neither team could draw away. During the second half, the game
was even closer. The Nads
edged the American stars on a
two-pointer in the last minute,
41-39.
Clark Warren with 14 points
and Greg Antonich with 11 paced the Nads. All-Star Pat McLaughlin was high point man
with 16 tallies.
Intramural basketball competition is now over. A special
extramural tournament tomorrow will cap the season.
The Nads and Seattle Pacific

Tennis Anyone?
All those interested in trying out for the tennis team
should attend a meeting at
2:45 p.m. Tuesday in the
gym. Tennis Coach Cliff
Hedger will be present.

the day in a game at
9 a.m. Champions of the S.U.
intramural wars, the Party,
take on the University of Puget
Sound at 10:30 a.m.
Losers in the first two
matches play at 1:30 p.m. The
victor in the extramural tourney will be decided at 3 p.m.
Rumors persist that U.P.S.
and SPC are dragging along
cheerleaders and their personal
start off

referees.
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Tablets or new Chewable Mints

...
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Three two-year lettermen in
golf will show their strength
for the Chieftains on the links
this season.
Seniors Orrin Vincent, John
Van Doren and Terry Thomas
are double-letter winners returning for S.U. In four qualifying rounds at Inglewood Country Club, these three shot their
way onto the varsity golfing six.
Vincent automatically qualified for the varsity by winning
various tournaments in his junior year. Out of the five other
Chieftain qualifiers, Van Doren
finished with the lowest total.
He shot rounds of 70-72-76-73 for
a 291.
Two sophomores trailed Van
Doren by 16 strokes. Tom Rudy
and Jerry Jonson each ended
the four rounds with scores of
307. A one-year letterman, Harrison Jewel, put together rounds
of 77-78-77-76 for 308.
Letterman Thomas picked off
the sixth spot by stroking a
309 total. Chuck Uhlman and

r.lrl.

fpl ®i)t
a^Sls Cellar
BLASTS

740
710
700
670
630
628
605
580
550
545
520
380
290
200
100
90

Party

Nads

Merry Men

Trillos

Engineers

Monads

Acrion-Findars
Allll

Crusaders

Guassians

Beavers
Red Onions
Kowabungas

V.C.s
I-D s

John VanDoren Tops
S.U. Golf Qualifiers

HAPPY HOUR TODAY!
When you can't afford to be dull

Intramural Standing
Chamber

LIQUOR BOARD I.D. PLEASE

Thursday & Friday 3-5 10c Schooners

Mike Friel ended in seventh
and eighth places, respectively.
The Chiefs first meet is the
Northern California Intercollegiate Tourney in Santa Cruz,
Calif, on Mar. 21.

Crew Members
Head to Tacoma
To Meet PLU
The S.U. Crew Association
will compete in its first regatta of the 1967 season tomorrow at American Lake in Tacoma. The racing will begin at
2 p.m.
The Seatle rowers will compete in eight-oared shells and
fours. The regatta is a dual
meet between S.U. and Pacific
Lutheran University of Tacoma.
This regatta marks the beginning of an eight-race schedule that includes competition
against Oregon State, University of Southern California and
University of British Columbia.
Traveling to Tacoma for S.U.
are Ed Plikaytis. Bob Pi*»ott,
Bob Geraghty, Harry Fowler,
Rick Partin, Greg Woodman,
Jim Finke, Dan Hauphman
Lindsay Scott and Richard
Houser.

Ski Instructor
Training School

Prepare for Spring Certifi-

cation and

teaching next

season. For information
send your address and
phone number to:

SKI INSTRUCTOR
TRAINING, INC.
728 Broadway

Seatrle, Wash. 98122

Friday,March 10, 1967
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Exam Schedule

Five Alternates Chosen;

Five Cadets Win Scholarships

REVISED

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE— WINTER QUARTER 1967
CREDIT HOURS and TIME
EXAMINATION TIME
Regular class hour on Monday,
2- AND 3-CREDIT HOUR COURSES
March 13
meeting on Monday each
week:
2- AND 3-CREDIT HOUR COURSES
Last regular class period be
not meeting on Monday
fore Monday, March 13
each week:
4- AND 5 CREDIT HOUR COURSES meeting daily at:
Tuesday, March 14
8: 10 classes
2:10- 4 p.m.
Thursday, March 16
9:10 classes
2:10- 4 p.m.
10:10 classes
11:10 a.m.- 1p.m.
Thursday, March 16
11:10 classes
Friday,
March 17
11:10 a.m.- 1p.m.
Wednesday, March 15
*12: 10 classes
2:10- 4 p.m.
Friday,
classes
March 17
2:10- 4 p.m.
* 1:10
Thursday, March 16
2:10 classes
8:10-10 a.m.
Friday,
3:10 classes
March 17
8:10-10 a.m.
Tuesday, March 14
4:10 classes
4:10- 6 p.m.
*(For Hs 102 examination time see special listing below)
Hs 102, all sections
4:10- 6 p.m.
Wednesday, March 15
Rooms:
F— P 150
L— LA 219
354
Q— P 305
G— P 304
M— LA 124
R— Ba 404
219
S— Ba 502
124 H— Ba 404
N— Ba 102
I— Ba 501
T— LA 123
102
O— P 454
J— LA 123
453
P— P 150
ALL EVENING CLASSES
Last class period week of March 13
For one-credit hour courses, Laboratory only courses and all other
classes not included above, examination time can be obtained from
the instructor of the course. Such examinations are usually scheduled
for the last class periodprior to March 13.
A— P
B— LA
C— LA
D— Ba
E— P

Quiz

From left: back Rune Simard and John Leland, Front: Phil Roppo, Mike Dunegan and Mike Green.
Five sophomore cadets have
been nominated to receive twoyear ROTC scholarships sponsored by the U.S. Army. The
scholarships include tuition,
books, fees and subsistence pay
of $50 a month.

THE NOMINEES are Philip
Roppo, Rune Simard, Michael
Dunegan, John Leiand and Michael Green. Roppo is vice president of the Chieftain Rifles and
an active Raider. Simard is a
member of the Chieftain Rifles
and the ROTC drill team. Dunegan is president of the Chieftain Rifles and a Raider and
Green is a memberof the Chieftain Rifles and a Raider.
The five alternates who were
also chosen are Thomas Sullivan, Tim Davis, Steven Everist,
Joseph Tomkinson and John
Meyer.
The 26 applicants were judged
on military and overall academic proficiency, military aptitude
and motivation, physical condition and extra-curricular activities. The scholarship, which will
begin fall quarter, entails a fouryear military obligation, most
likely as an officer in the regular Army.

THE AWARDS will not be final until approved by the Army

commander.

The cadets were judged by a
scholarship board that included
Col. Robert Matter, professor of
military science; Maj. Louis

Cancienne, assistant professor
of military science; Fr. Francis
Bisciglia, S.J., professor of lan-

guages; J. W. McLelland, head
of the scholarship committee at
S.U., and Joe Gaffney, ROTC
brigade commander.

Official Notice

Billing statements for advance
registration were mailedlast Friday. Seniors and juniors who
failed to receive them should
check with the registrar's office
before Mar. 23..
Winter quarter grade reports

ants in the Army Reserve at
10 a.m. next Friday in Campion. Col. James Kearnes, commanding officer of the 365th
Civil Affairs' Area Headquarters B, will address the three,
their families, friends and the
faculty.
Those to be commissioned are
Dave Borden, Signal Corps, who
will report to Ft. Gordon, Ga.;

Auditions Planned

Auditions are being scheduled
for S.U. students interested in
participating in a Folk Music
Festival at Gonzaga University.
The second annual festival will
be April 8 inSpokane.
Individuals or groups interested should contact Ed Dougherty at WE 2-2218 for further information. Expenses for participants will be paid.

Dan Cochrane, Armor, Ft.
Knox, Ky.; Ray Mazzoni, Transportation Corps, Ft. Eustis. Va.
Borden is a finance and banking major; Cochrane, a marketing major and Mazzoni, general commerce.

Meeting
Marketing Club, 11 a.m., Xavier

conference room.

Tuesday

Meetings

I.K.'s, 7 p.m., McHugh Hall.

Reminders

Day of renewal for college girls,
9 a.m.-4 p.m., March 18, 1163 Killarney Way, Bellevue. The renewal will be directed by Fr. Armand Nigro, S.J. Registration
forms are available in dorms or
by calling GL 4-7931.

REGISTERED

They like the

THESES, term papers on IBM electric
typewriter. Mrs. Rich, WE 7-2423.
; 1
ZTZ^
WANTED: RIDE
to San Francisco
Will
with expenses.
help
for two.
Tom Krett. EA 5-05SI.

WANTED: One roommate to share

EXCHANGE ROOM, board for two
hours daily light housework in
happy family. Madrona Park. EA

"

" .'
'
*t

Free senior
portrait,. Photograph, by
..,;,„
nL
n
Marciel 61 6Vi Broadway Phone
EA

FURNISHED one-bedroomapartment.
M St ut!liti i lud
23 Na9 e
QQ
Place, or cat EA 9-1
1/7 mornings,
1
■
ru Z-OB4V
LOAa evenings.

LOST: One wallet. If found please
contact Perron Cornell, Campion,
room 1114.

HOUSE FOR RENT: Completely redecorated, interior and exterior.
Two bedrooms. Complete new kit-

„

.

4 39GA

RIDE WANTED: To and/or from Sacramento. Can leave March 16. Will
share driving and/or expenses.
Contact Diana, Bellarmine 637.
APTS ROOMS
lOAUC
AfTS..

,„,.,„.
_,
WANTED: Girl

to share apartment

?:ii^X?ea B-'wir

°

J£

chen, new bath, fenced-in backydrc|, fireplace, large recreation
room or s t udy. Like Washington
area EA 3-5774.

.

STUDIO APARTMENT: Newly and
completely furnished. Electric heat,
individual thermostat. Includes
heaf

. -

water e|ectricity- Garden
Malß reg
d $B5 EA

as&

_
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ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING Rings
s
Silverware !%%£&»
sS594S948L; Watches

I4 wfMUbvrMl■&
Terms If Desired

512 BROADWAY E.

First Bank Card Welcome

EA 44410

..
l

jpt. "w»h

room
covers all

.

5534
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Jewelers.

campus, r~»ll
t-all fcA 4-/ilB.

*~S£B33£k

and

yourNeepsakeJevA/eler s store.
He's in the 'yellow pages under

ROOMMATE neededfor spring
Apartment two block from
<.««♥«"
>
pa & 7ii«
,»,«r

smart styling

diamond ... a brilliant gem
of fine color and modern
cut. The name, Keepsake,
in your ring assures lifetime
satisfaction. Select yours at

5-1489.

G|RL

RINGS

DIAMOND

APTS.. Rooms

...

h

gfk

Today

APTS., Rooms

-

Mary Alice Lee
Registrar

I SHOW stems I

MISC.

spacious apartment; reasonable
r<nt Call EA 3-3889 after & p.m.
weekdays.

ing campus.

Engageables

CLASSIFIED
-■■,-.>

will be mailed to home addresses
on Mar. 21. Students who wish
them mailed elsewhere must
leave their temporary address at
the registrar's office before leav-

First

3 to Receive Commissions
Three S.U. seniors will be
commissioned as second lieuten-

—
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expenses. Call EA
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1522 sth

MA 2-7696
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I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I
I
send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage- I
' Please
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color (older, both for
I only 25c. Also, send special offerof beautiful 44-page Bride'sBook. I
IName

)

.'

I

Address

City

State
Zip
I KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202

I

.'

I
|

